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They say there are 

three types of people in 

the world. …
Holder of over 50 patents such as the 

Amplitron, the first crossed field amplifier 

(CFA).

We are honored to announce that the Space 

Solar Power Institute is publishing the 

Private journals of William C. Brown on 

Microwave Power Transmission. 

Now in print
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Everyone wants clean, reliable, 

safe, economical, unlimited, 

all-the-time electric power
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Won’t

Fix
Climate 

Change

Closing Nuclear Power Plants 

Closing Coal Plants

More Windmills, Terrestrial Solar 

or Virtual Hydro

Carbon taxes

Terrawatt/hr batteries are not 

affordable

Intermittent Power is bankrupting 

and strangling our grids

Eaton has crowned California the 

Blackout Queen, with the most 

blackouts for ten years straight!

PG&E is only the first Corporate 

Climate Change Casualty
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A: Build

Q: How do  we  Fix climate  change?
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California, leading RPS state, also leads in Outages

California topped the list of 

states with the most power 

outages, 438 during 2017, for 

the ninth consecutive year.

Ominously, 31% were again 

of “Unknown origin” and 

24% were due to “Faulty 

Equipment or Human Error”. 

16?% of California’s 2017 

In-State power generation 

came from windmills or 

solar. Texas, the highest 

national electric power 

producer had less than half as 

many outages.
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California, leading RPS state, also leads in Outages
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Transmission costs are the fastest-growing part of electricity bills
Credit: Sunrun https://www.utilitydive.com/news/how-to-protect-california-ratepayers-expand-clean-local-energy-and-avoid-

b/554564/ Published May 13, 2019  PG&E has racked up more than $30 billion in liabilities for wildfire-related damages 

caused by its transmission equipment. 

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/how-to-protect-california-ratepayers-expand-clean-local-energy-and-avoid-b/554564/
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SSP - Not only lower cost generation but lower cost access.

A transmission grid based on the central generating station 

model is simpler, more reliable, and lower cost than 

rebuilding to a distributed generation model. To meet 

California’s 33% RPS goal, ratepayer bills will rise drastically 

by 2020, not just from renewable energy’s higher cost, but also 

from CA-ISO’s required transmission upgrades: 

A New Alternative - Space Solar Power (SSP)
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“Effective control of rising CO2 is not financially feasible for 

even large electric power generation companies, using currently 

available technologies and RPS constraints. These companies 

and customers are not "capable of shouldering heavy 

substantive and procedural burdens. (EPA wording)" as their 

visceral connection to global economies prohibits deploying 

grossly non-economic and reliability-reducing power 

generation technologies. Space Solar Power is required to 

effectively address rising global CO2.”

- Summary statement for Atlanta EPA Public Hearing 

November 19, 2015



Looking Back

"The world has made no progress over the past 20 years in 

reducing the carbon content of its energy supplies, despite 

over $2 trillion of investment into renewable-energy 

projects such as wind and solar power.”

- " Scant Gains Made on CO2 Emissions, IEA Says, WSJ

Instead - Global CO2 levels continue to increase more 

rapidly. 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324493704578428591203150334.html
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Data from BP World Energy 2018. Chart by Gail Tverberg, 

Director of Energy Economics, Space Solar Power Institute
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Global CO2 Levels rising and accelerating
https://scripps.ucsd.edu/programs/keelingcurve/wp-

content/plugins/sio-bluemoon/graphs/mlo_full_record.png
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Making America Carbon Neutral 

Could Cost $1 Trillion a Year

By Ari Natter – Bloomberg - May 13, 2019, 4:00 AM EDT Updated 

on May 13, 2019, 12:20 PM EDT 

From  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-13/making-

america-carbon-neutral-could-cost-1-trillion-a-year

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-13/making-america-carbon-neutral-could-cost-1-trillion-a-year
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-13/making-america-carbon-neutral-could-cost-1-trillion-a-year
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Experts Debunk Jacobson’s 100% 

Renewables Decarbonization Plan

21 prominent energy and climate experts, 

writing in June 19, 2017 Proceedings of the 

National Academy of Sciences find that 

Stanford Professor Mark Jacobson’s argument 

that the U.S. achieve 100% renewable energy 

using only wind, (terrestrial) solar, and hydro 

by 2050 uses invalid modeling tools, contains 

modeling errors, and made implausible and 

inadequately supported assumptions. Policy 

makers should treat with caution visions of a 

rapid, reliable, and low-cost transition to entire 

energy systems that relies almost exclusively 

on wind, solar, and hydroelectric power.” 

Christopher Clack, of the National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration, lead author 

of the PNAS study finds that Jacobson’s work 

“has significant shortcomings in analysis.” 

Jacobson drops his ridiculous 

defamation lawsuit against his 

scientific critics

Attorneys for Jacobson's main target, 

environmentalist Christopher Clack, asserted 

that the reason for Jacobson's withdrawal is 

simpler: "No doubt Dr. Jacobson based his 

decision on the high probability that his 

lawsuit would be dismissed."

His action came after a hearing Feb. 20 in D.C., 

Superior Court, where Clack and the National 

Academy of Sciences, which published 

Jacobson's paper and Clack's critique, sought 

dismissal on anti-SLAPP grounds. SLAPP 

stands for “Strategic lawsuit against public 

participation," and applies to litigation brought 

to censor and intimidate participants in a public 

debate. - LA Times, Michael Hiltzik, Feb 23, 

2018, http://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-

hiltzik-jacobson-lawsuit-20180223-story.html and 

http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/business/energy-

green/sd-sdfi-jacobson-withdraws-20180222-story.html

http://m.pnas.org/content/early/2017/06/16/1610381114
http://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-hiltzik-jacobson-lawsuit-20180223-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-hiltzik-jacobson-lawsuit-20180223-story.html
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/business/energy-green/sd-sdfi-jacobson-withdraws-20180222-story.html
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America’s energy security and global environment are at 
risk.

The U.S. is doing NOTHING on the massive 
energy scale required.

Worse - we are failing to provide clean energy leadership. 
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#1 Reliability

Energy Return On Investment (EROI) = how many BTU’s of 

energy are brought to market per BTU invested.  

SSP has essentially zero fuel cost for power generation - a prime 

advantage for SSP. By tapping the sun directly, SSP is expected to 

be lower in cost (EROI), than anything else on the energy horizon.  

Next Figure shows EROI for various power generation plants. 
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But what are our power alternatives?

Clean? Safe

?

Reliable? Baseload?

Fossil Fuel No Yes Imminent Peaks Yes 

Nuclear No Yes Costs, Fuel, Politics Yes 

Wind Power Yes Yes No, intermittent No 

Geothermal Yes Yes No, Limited availability Yes

Ground Solar Yes Yes No, intermittent No 

Hydro Yes Yes No; drought; complex scheduling 

Bio-fuels Yes Yes Very limited quantities & competes 

with food production. Poor EROEI

SSP Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Ruminants, including 

cattle, sheep, oxen, 

buffalo, deer, etc., the 

source of nearly all the 

milk and half the meat 

the world eats, will  gain 

weight more slowly 

under doubled CO2 »»

Kansas State University  http://spuds.agron.ksu.edu/gainco2.gif

Climate Change  - nutritional

Plant-available nitrogen decreases 40 to 50 % under doubled carbon 

dioxide levels expected around 2050 ... resulting in reduced 

nutrition from forage and grasses grown under doubled CO2 . 
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• Nutrition from wheat and rice decline:

• Wheat grown at doubled CO2 declines in protein content 

by 9-13%.  It produces poorer dough of lower extensibility 

and decreased loaf volume.  The quality of flour for bread 

making degrades. 

• The protein content of rice declines under doubled CO2

corresponding temperature increase.  Iron and zinc 

concentrations in rice, important for human nutrition, 

would be lower. 

Climate Change  - nutritional (2)
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As our atmospheric CO2 level continues to increase, plant 

photorespiration decreases and nitrate assimilation in most 

plant species is severely inhibited.  Declines in forest health 

and food quality that are associated with climate change 

derive in part from CO2 inhibition of nitrate assimilation that 

diminishes plant organic N (Nitrogen, and therefore, protein 

concentration.) levels. This exacerbates damage from insects 

and other pests as they consume more plant material to meet 

their nutritional needs. 

- “Elevated Carbon Dioxide”, Arnold J. Bloom, Ph. D, Professor

and chair, Dept. of Plant Sciences, Univ. of California, Davis.

www.plantsciences.ucdavis.edu/Faculty/bloom/bloom.htm

Climate Change  - Summary (3)

http://www.plantsciences.ucdavis.edu/Faculty/bloom/bloom.htm
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Sound physiological knowledge and principles in 
modeling shrinking of fishes under climate change
Authors: Daniel Pauly, William W. L. Cheung orcid.org/0000-0001-9998-0384 w.cheung@oceans.ubc.ca

Ecosystems Research Laboratory, Institute for Oceans and Fisheries, University of British Columbia, 

Vancouver, BC, Canada First published: 21 August 2017  DOI: 10.1111/gcb.13831  Last updated Oct 03 2017

Abstract - One of the main expected responses of marine fishes to ocean 

warming is decrease in body size, as supported by evidence from empirical 

data and theoretical modeling. 
The theoretical underpinning for fish shrinking is that the oxygen supply to large fish size 

cannot be met by their gills, whose surface area cannot keep up with the oxygen demand by 

their three-dimensional bodies. However, Lefevre et al. (Global Change Biology, 2017, 23, 

3449–3459) argue against such theory. Here, we re-assert, with the Gill-Oxygen Limitation 

Theory (GOLT), that gills, which must retain the properties of open surfaces because their 

growth, even while hyperallometric, cannot keep up with the demand of growing three-

dimensional bodies. Also, we show that a wide range of biological features of fish and other 

water-breathing organisms can be understood when gill area limitation is used as an 

explanation.  …

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1365-2486
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1365-2486
http://orcid.org/0000-0001-9998-0384
mailto:w.cheung@oceans.ubc.ca


www.smithsonianchannel.com/shows/an-ocean-mystery-the-missing-catch/0/3437476

Climate Change (Micro – Nutritional)

Laboratory duplication of the changes affecting the oceans in the years ahead is 

virtually impossible. Oxygen levels in the Pacific tropics has been declining since 

the 1970s. Measuring today’s ocean productivity shows that since 1996 global 

catch has been in decline.
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Gulf of Mexico ‘Dead Zone’ is Largest Ever Measured

(NOAA) - August 2, 2017 http://www.noaa.gov/media-release/gulf-of-mexico-dead-zone-

is-largest-ever-measured

http://www.noaa.gov/media-release/gulf-of-mexico-dead-zone-is-largest-ever-measured
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Natural Gas Prices
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Natural Gas Prices

Between 1999 and 2004, the US electric power industry built 

200,000 MW (about “4 Californias” worth of generation capacity 

or almost 10% of all US generation) of natural gas fired 

generation. Natural gas was cheap - $2 to $3 per Million BTU. By 

winter 2005/2006 the price soared above $14 per Million BTU and 

US electric power companies & consumers were burned. The 

DOE then retracted their estimation that Mexican natural gas 

would remain cheap. 

Natural gas has now, once again, entered that “cheap” range and 

natural gas-fired generation is again increasing rapidly. 

How long will gas be cheap this time??
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33% RPS by 2020  ?

How?   CAES (Compressed Air Energy Storage) A natural gas 

plant “in disguise”, burning natural gas with the 

decompressed air stream. 

38

1 MW CAES Plant 1 MW Fossil Plant

8,200,000  BTU 

(2403 kWh) plus

10,000,000  BTU  

4,600,000  BTU 

(natural gas) 

12,800,000  BTU 10,000,000  BTU

27% Efficient 34% Efficient



Can ground solar (or wind) run our grid?(cont.)

On average, it takes about 4 days of full sun to get 24 MWH. We need 

14.8 of those days to store 24 MWh in order to power a sunless 24 hour 

day. That is to provide power for just one 24 hour day. 

(Note - CAES uses natural gas to make most efficient use of the cold 

compressed air to generate the power, but PV or wind cannot provide 

gas so it still depends on a fossil fuel.)

Approximately 50% of space solar’s PV output will be provided to the 

grid, so the factor of 9.6 is reduced to 4.8 ; 

Attempting to make terrestrial PV or wind “dispatchable“ using the best 

available storage technology, we have shown by comparison that SSP 

provides 71 times (= 14.8 x 4.8) more dispatchable baseload energy.

(This assumes that we can perfectly predict the weather and the cost of 

CAES storage equipment is zero, since we don’t know how long storage 

may be required.) 
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1. IF CAES were truly a cost effective method for time 

shifting energy generation, it would have been widely 

adopted in the US. It has not been.  There is still just 

one CAES plant in the US. 

2. True utility bulk power storage is not planned 

anywhere – peak shaving, frequency regulation, etc., 

but not bulk power storage. Bulk Storage technologies 

are fighting thermodynamics and see no way to win.
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6. Drought & Competition for Water - Today's average coal 
or gas-fired power plant withdraws about 25,000 gallons 
of river water to provide an average household with 1,000 
kilowatt-hours a month;  31,000 gallons if nuclear-fired. 

Output water must be carefully monitored, especially in 
summer, to avoid fish kills from dangerously higher water 
temperatures. Newer "closed loop" power systems that 
rely on cooling towers use less water, but "consume" much 
more - over 70 percent of the water withdrawn. 

- "Energy Risk – Sinking Water and Rising Tensions", December 7, 2007, by Ken 
Silverstein, EnergyBiz Insider, Editor-in-Chief, 
http://www.riskcenter.com/story.php?id=15710

Advantages of Space Solar Power 

http://www.riskcenter.com/bio.php?id=15710
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So How do we build SSP?

No company(s) or agency(s), however, is prepared to assume 

the immense financial risk of initiating construction of an 

SSPS.  

There are simply too many engineering, financial, regulatory 

and managerial risks for any US company or consortium we 

have been able to identify to undertake SSP today. 

However, this road has been traveled by America before ...
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How to proceed?
Comsat Corp, a public/private corporation chartered in 1962, 

opened space for communication satellites - when we knew 

nothing about space, rockets or space communications. 

Communication satellites are now a $330+/year Billion industry.

Similarly, a “Sunsat Act” public/private corporation would 

accomplish the task of creating a space solar power corporation 

and industry of far greater size. And it would also open the 

high frontier to commercial development. 
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Japan’s Prof. Shinohara, has initiated an application 

for ITU’s 2019 meeting for an SSP specific 

frequency assignment, which we all should support. 
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Ammonia Energy AmmoniaEnergy.org

Fossil Energy Companies Making Ammonia 
November 8, 2018 – 2017 - The world wants clean carbon-free ammonia. 

Equinor (Norwegian), Saudi Aramco, Woodside Petroleum, Shenhua Group, 

Shell, and Total are all now demonstrating or developing new technologies 

and or business cases for ammonia energy in a low-carbon economy.

One of the biggest global LNG exporters is investigating ammonia for the 

same market, as it considers Australia’s future as a renewable energy exporter. 

Oil majors are assessing ammonia’s role in implementing an affordable 

hydrogen economy, looking toward fuel markets in California and Europe. 

China’s biggest coal producer is funding the development of “the world’s first 

practical ammonia-powered vehicle.”

http://www.ammoniaenergy.org/
https://i2.wp.com/www.ammoniaenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Global-Trade-Picture.png
https://i2.wp.com/www.ammoniaenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Global-Trade-Picture.png
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“For the first time in living memory, there is a 

realistic prospect of a superpower conflict.” 

- John Sawers, British diplomat and former head of MI6 intelligence service

The U.S. confronts an aggrieved and newly assertive Russia and an aggressive 

rising power in China. Beyond the war in Syria are rising trade tensions with 

China.  Chinese President Xi Jinping is intent on expanding Chinese economic 

influence across Asia and beyond, establishing a new military presence in the 

South China Sea and cementing his own personal and unquestioned power at 

home. - “Syria and Beyond, a Dangerous New Era Dawns”, WSJ, by Gerald 

F. Seib, April 16, 2018
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-syria-and-beyond-a-dangerous-new-era-dawns-

1523885521

https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-delays-deal-reviews-as-u-s-trade-frictions-build-1523628379
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-syria-and-beyond-a-dangerous-new-era-dawns-1523885521
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The waves of Mid-East wars began with the “Arab Spring”(below), 

whose #1 cause was the rising price of food. These wars are basically 

over control of oil fields. China and Russia own or control major ports 

in Syria and Greece.

https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-eurozone-greece-privatisation-china-c/workers-protest-as-greece-sells-piraeus-port-to-china-cosco-idUKKCN0X50XD
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-18616191

